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Whoami 
• Computer science professor  
• My research topic : 
  quantitative assessment and management of cyber risk  
• My group developed a framework to assess and manage cyber risk 

using digital twins of the target system and of attackers (Haruspex) 
• I have coordinated several cyber risk assessments of  
• Industrial control systems 

• Power and gas distribution infrastructures 

• Smart meter infrastructures  
•  I have written several scientific dissemination papers



Cybersecurity
• Bad Thank you 
• The good news is awareness 
• The bad news is that old solutions are still in use

Current status 

• Supply chain attacks  
• Ransomware 

Current 

Challenges

• AI as a source of tools & methods 
• AI vs old problems 

Future 
Challenges 



Cybersecurity current status 

(true even if is a misquotation ) 



Why attackers are successful 



Zero days no longer reserved to states 

The increasing  number of 0-days used is mostly  due to ransomware profits  
that enable gangs to buy 0-day on the black market in direct competition  
with states  (ransomware more profitable than drugs) 



Huge number of vulns but a few one used 

Assuming I am willing to patch, which vulnerabilities should I patch  
since most vulnerability scoring systems are inconsistent? 



Large number of exposures 

Where defenders see vulnerabilities, the attackers see attack path 



A quantitative approach to replace  
  fear, uncertainty and doubts (McKinsey 2023) 

A scheduling of countermeasures exists that guarantees 
 the best return AND the smallest investment 

To build the best countermeasure scheduling  
we need to know all the attack paths  

=  
The discovery of all the attack paths 

 needs formal and executable models 
 rather than penetration tests or vulnerability assessments 



Current & future challenge



Supply chain attacks  

Malicious code is 
inserted into a 

module M 
produced by S

M is delivered to 
A that uses it in 

its products 

All the customers 
of A can be 

attacked 

As the supply 
chain becomes 

longer, customers 
are not aware 

they are using M 

Cybersecurity is  
an ecosystem property  From NIS to NIS2 



Supply chain attacks  
1.  June 2023   –  MOVEit   
2.  March 2023  –  3CX   
3.  February 2023  –  Applied Materials   
4.  December 2022  –  PyTorch Framework   
5.  December 2022  –  Fantasy Wiper  
                …..  
n.  July 2021   –  Kaseya 
n+k .   April 2021  –  CodeCov 
n+k+j  December 2020 –  SolarWinds



Supply chain attacks: defense   

Law and regulation 
on the ecosystem 
rather than on the 

final actors only

Software bill of 
materials: which 

modules have 
been used in a 

module 

Assess and 
evaluate the 

robustness of your 
suppliers  (as in car 

construction)

Sharing of 
information on 

intrusions, attacks, 
TTPs used 

SBOM to be adopted even by  
open source projects 



Ransomware



Ransomware

Italy is the winner after English-speaking countries 



Ransomware 
• The most interesting feature is not technical but is related to the 

whole ecosystem = RaaS, ransomware as a service  
• A ransomware intrusion involves several gangs 
• Producer of the malware  
• Initial Access  

• Sells access to the target system  

• Ransomware distribution and Service  
• Distributes the malware, offers services to bargain the ransom and help desk to the 

victims 

• Affiliates   
• Acquires the initial access, chooses the malware, acquires the malware from the 

distribution, and implements the lateral movements to spread the malware  

• Money laundering  
• Very useful because someone discovered that cryptocurrencies are not anonymous 



Ransomware 



Ransomware 
• Attributing an intrusion to one gang is almost impossible even 

because there is a continuous exchange among gangs  
• A huge amount on access on sale 



Ransomware –Lockbit new rules for affiliates 
• Lockbit is considering new affiliate rules due to frustration with negotiators.  

• Currently, no rules in place for how much (or how little) affiliates can ransom a 
company for. Newer affiliates are giving large discounts to victim out of desperation 
for money, whereas more experienced affiliates do not cave to negotiator's proposed 
payment from the victims.  

• Lockbit administrative staff are proposing a poll with the following options.  
• No changes in payment policy, payment options will remain"unregulated" and 

remain up to the affiliates.  
• The minimum payment allowed to be 3% of the victim companies annual revenue 

with the option affiliates can only grant a 50% discount of the original ransom.  
• No payment below the maximum 
   insurance of the victim.  
• A minimum payment of 50%  
    of the insurance.  

 



Ransomware groups  



Ransomware groups 
Conti   



• Robustness, backup even immutable ones are useless     against 
double, triple extortion and quadruple extortion 

• Hygiene to remove botnets used as attack infrastructure  
• Resilience for business continuity  
• A final solution requires an answer to a very complex question 
    «is ransomware an act of proxy war?»  
• No ransomware attack has been reported in Russian speaking country 

(best defense is connecting a russian keyboard)  
• Frequency of attacks in a country increases with political deadlines  
• Some authors speak of letters of marque like pirates in XVI century

Ransomware defense 



Ransomware letters of marque 



Ransomware letters of marque 



AI and Cybersecurity 
Most researchers had great expectations  on the cybersec fields 
where the recent huge development in AI can impact 

• Better phishing letters in any language    

• Vulnerability discovery by static analysis of program code 

• Attack detection 

• Decision support in an intrusion 



Vulnerability discovery & attack detection
• Spurious results



Decision 
Support



Decision Support 
Problems 
• Allucinations: LLMs had the tendency to propose actions using 

objects that were not described in the current state  
• Invalid or repeated actions 
• Cost: The GPT-4 API is quite expensive and 30x more 

expensive than GPT-3.5 
• Instability: Fine tuning may create reproducibility issues 
• Prompt creation: A change in the word order in a query may 

have a disruptive impact on the result 
• Learning: Not clear how to describe a state



Decision Support

Learning how to attack a system is 
possible 

Much harder to generalize what 
has been learn to attack any system 

Transfer learning not obvious 



AI & cybersecurity: an old story  

• Several attacks are possible against AI systems 
• Adversarial attacks 
• Poisoning of training data  
•  …. 

• Discovering some of these attacks       
is almost impossible        after 
after the training  

• Just a few are worried by these  
• problems maybe because they will        

take care of them in the next version …  

 



There are many ways AI systems can be vulnerable to attack. For 
example, AI systems can be tricked into making incorrect decisions by 
feeding them malicious data. Additionally, AI systems can be hacked to 
gain access to sensitive data or to take control of the system itself. 
Attacks on AI systems can impact the security of the system, but could 
also cause harm or privacy issues. It’s therefore essential to take steps 
to secure AI systems. This includes ensuring that AI systems are fully 
part of cyber governance, that they’re protected from malicious 
attacks, and that their security is regularly reviewed. In addition to 
securing AI systems, it’s also important to ensure that AI is used in a 
secure way, as even the securely developed platform may be used in a 
less secure manner (public cloud being a great example here) 
  



Thanks to Luca for the invitation  
and to you  for listening 

Waiting for your questions 
Hope to be able to answer …  

 


